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I'M A PRETTY LITTLE BLACK GIRL! introduces adorable Mia, who wakes with her hair just-a-going

every which-a-ways! With her abundant energy and joy leading the way, readers follow Mia as she

plays with her friends who are all shades, shapes and sizes. There's tall Kia, Keisha the reader,

Charlotte her best friend, Dina Rose-Marie the artist, Imani the dancer, Anna who loves sports,

Ruby the singer, and honey-haired Tracy. Mia finds that Pretty is within herself and her friends, and

being pretty is way beyond what the mirror shows.
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As a brother who grew up with four beautiful sisters of various shades, from dark chocolate to light, I

can tell you first-hand how important it is to recognize and affirm the "pretty" in all the shades,

shapes and sizes our girls may come in. I have already begun to deliver copies of this wonderfully

relevant, needed and entertaining book to my sisters who have daughters, friends with daughters,

and whomever else I imagine can benefit.It is literally that good! This book needs to be in the home

of every little or big girl who would like to be reminded of just how "pretty" she naturally is!Thank you

Betty K. Bynum, Claire Armstrong Parod, and everyone involved in bringing the groundbreaking,



transformational and healing book to fruition. I commend you all and look forward to future books

and items from the I'm a Girl! Collection. I will make sure to share those too!

I purchased this book for my granddaughter whom I believe is having a few self esteem issues. She

is very dark and slightly larger than some of her friends. I wanted to cut the stop the bad impression

she had of herself early. The book was a great help, beautifully illustrated and valuable. I am also

giving copies to other girls.

This is a wonderful book for girls of all ages. I have purchased seven (7) so far to send to my nieces

in Tennessee. I even have my own personal copy which the author so graciously autographed for

me.

Wonderful Book! My daughter is five years old and was delighted to see a pretty little black girl in a

book just like her! Thank you for taking the time to write this book and address this that little black

girls are pretty! In every color size, shape and fashion!!!

This has quickly become my 4 yr old daughter's favorite book. Within a week she had it memorized

and would quote her favorite passages before I would even get to them. We live in Orange County,

CA where there isn't a lot of diversity. She and her little sister are 1 of 4 black girls in her

daycare/preschool. I feel like it's important to expose her to different cultures, especially her own.

This book and the "Color of Us" (her other favorite), reminds her that there are so many beautiful

shades of brown (including white people) and that she's "A Pretty Little Black Girl."

My brother brought this book for my daughter's birthday and she loves it! I love it too, it encourages

our little black girls to love the skin they're in, no matter what shade.

My 3 year old LOVES this book. I like it because the little girl featured is so whimsical and silly just

like a real kid without being syrupy sweet like many other books for this age child. The book

promotes self esteem, cooperative play, as well as loving and supporting your friends. This is a

good book to affirm little black girls of all hues. Good stuff.

I absolutely cannot describe how amazing and perfect this book is for an African American little girl.

I purchased this for a friend of mine who has twin daughters. I love that the book describes how



pretty and unique each of the African American little girls are. My friend's twins have different skin

complexions and this book will help them understand how each of them are beautiful in their own

way.
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